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Going to the Beach

One very hot weekend some friends decided they wanted to go to the beach. Â Elizabeth called Dariana on the

phone and they became very Adjective with all of their chatting about what they are going to do. Â First

they asked Steph if she wanted to go with them, so Steph Verb about if she wanted to or not. Â She

explained to them, "I don't know what swimming suit I should wear."; Elizabeth told her, "Just bring your

Adjective amount of suits over so we can Verb at what one would be the most Adjective

on you.". Steph replied, "Alright! Â I'll be over soon."; When she got to Elizabeth's house, Dariana told Steph to

try them on. Verb Steph had tried on suits that looked Adjective and Adjective . Â "You

need to wear one that is Adjective ; Â "I want to wear a bikini like yours, Elizabeth. Â It is so

Adjective ; "Then go try this one on."; Â Elizabeth tells Steph while handing her a different swimming

suit. Â Steph comes out and the two other girls were Adjective with excitement when they saw her. Â All

of the girls were ready so they Verb off to the beach. Â Elizabeth brought a Noun to read while

she lays out in the sun for a long time. Â Steph took her flip flops off and Past tense verb to the sand and

Dariana grabbed the sunscreen and food. Â Later on, all of the friends made a Adjective sand castle that

looked like it was made my a professional. Â Then, Dariana, Steph and Elizabeth were checking out guys

walking by. Â Everyone had a great time. Â It was the Adjective summer day, ever.
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